
The NEW, universal clear application
tape for maximum versatility & precision
Clear Choice® AT65 is an ultra-clear, high tack film application tape that provides 

exceptional performance and versatility for the widest range of sign applications. 

Simply put, AT65 is the tape you’ll want to keep on-hand.

AT65’s high tack adhesive system is especially well-suited for transferring small, 

high detail-cut graphics and vinyl films with tight liner release, such as Oracal 651 

Intermediate Calendered Vinyl. An exceptionally clear film facestock allows for 

precise registration of multiple color overlays, while the rigid polypropylene film 

minimizes stretching for precise alignment of graphics.
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Features

Benefits

Small, High Detail Cut Graphics 

Vinyl Films with Tight Liner Release

 Multiple Color Graphic Overlays

Higher Tack Adhesive 

Easy Unwind 

Exceptional Lay Flat Characteristics 

Resists Tunneling and Curling

Universal Performance for a Wide 
 Range of Applications . 

Extended Shelf Life Even After 
Lamination . 

No Milky Residue when used for  Wet 
Applications

Responsive . Reliable. Resourceful

TransparenT applicaTion Tape AT65

AT65
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For more information on aT65, or any of our products, distributors, samples or services,

visit rtape.com or contact us at sales@rtape.com.

Even with it’s new higher tack adhesive, AT65 unwinds easily for trouble-free han-

dling. The new, class leading adhesive improves anchorage, water resistance and 

overall performance. When used in wet applications, the adhesive stays bonded to 

the facestock, leaving no adhesive or milky residue after the application tape  

is removed. 

Following lamination to plotter cut graphics, all Clear Choice® films lay exception-

ally flat on exposed portions of smooth, non-embossed release liners and resist 

curling and tunneling. The adhesive is formulated to prevent build-up to vinyl 

graphics, even when they are stored for prolonged periods. Ideal for make and hold 

corporate graphics programs requiring batch-runs of commonly used graphics.

AT65 is complemented by the AT60n and AT75 clear films. The low tack

AT60n  is designed for transferring large letters and for protecting wide format 

digital prints. AT75 is a high tack tape for people who want a deeply embossed 

application film.

Responsive . Reliable. Resourceful

TransparenT applicaTion Tape AT65
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Versatility: AT65 is designed for, 

and been tested to work with, gloss 

vinyls of the major brands. 

Water resistant: The unique  

polymerization process of the 

acrylic  adhesive ensures a water 

resistant  application tape.

clarity: The transparency of the 

AT65 aids precise registration.

easy Handling: The rigidity of  

the polypropylene film minimizes 

misalignment of application for 

easier installation. 

static control: The superior

Adhesive reduces static charges for 

easier lamination.

Clear Choice AT65
AT A GLANCE
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